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By Rick Stein

BBC Books. Hardcover. Condition: New. 320 pages. Rick has visited traditional family-run
restaurants, street vendors, floating markets, night markets, fishing villages, and the local
cinnamon and rice farmers to learn about the authentic food of the Far East, and to sample the
delicious spectrum of flavorsIn Vietnam, Rick Steintracks down the best recipe for pho, a searing
soup of vegetables, shrimp, chilli and fresh mint; in Cambodia he makes kroeung, a kind of aromatic
curry; and he samples jhol, a light fish stew, in Bangladesh. Traveling on through Thailand, Sri
Lanka, Malaysia, and Indonesia, he enjoys (and shows readershow to make) an array of inspired
dishes. More than 150 new recipes, divided by country, are each complemented by Ricks colorful
travel anecdotes and stunning location photography. From Thailand, he offersOyster Omelettes
and Green Papaya Salad. Malaysian dishes include MalaysianFruitSalad with Tamarind, Chili, and
Palm SugarDressing. Sri Lankan recipes include PotatoMustard Curryand White Pumpkin Curry.
This lavish anduniquecollection evokes the magic of bustling markets, exotic locations, and exciting
flavors. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La
Vergne,TN. Hardcover.
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ReviewsReviews

Good eBook and helpful one. It really is writter in straightforward words and phrases and never confusing. I am just e ortlessly could possibly get a
enjoyment of looking at a published book.
-- Romaine Rippin-- Romaine Rippin

The book is great and fantastic. it absolutely was writtern very properly and beneficial. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin
to read the book.
-- Lyda Davis II-- Lyda Davis II
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